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Dual app samsung s9

Samsung is one of the few Android OEMs that allows users to run multiple versions of selected messaging apps. Here's how to turn it on the Galaxy S9 and S9+... Steps to use multiple versions of the messaging app on the Samsung Galaxy S9 &amp; S9+ Enable Dual Messenger Enjoy 1. Turn on Dual Messenger
Launch the Galaxy S9's settings menu by dragging down the notification tray and tapping the gear icon. From there, locate the Advanced Features option and then find Dual Messenger. In this category, you'll see a list of apps that work with this feature. You'll need to turn on the tog switch next to each item to have a
second version of the app added to your Samsung smartphone. 2. Enjoy you can use Samsung's Dual Messenger feature with Facebook, Facebook Messenger, WhatsApp, Snapchat, Skype, Viber and Telegram. The second version can be identified by the orange shape placed on the icon of the original app. Hopefully,
this list will continue to grow and may one day include some Google messaging apps. If you have any questions, be sure to leave them in the comments section below or hit me up on Twitter. Check out 9to5Google on YouTube for more news: FTC: We use automatic affiliate earnings. More.Check out 9to5Google on
YouTube for more news: So far, on Samsung, we had to use some additional apps to have two WhatsApp accounts or two Facebook accounts but thanks to the new Galaxy S9 and S9 Plus Duos we can do it without installing anything. Dual Messaging is samsung's new feature that allows us to copy these applications
but will not be compatible with all but the vast majority. You can copy your Facebook, WhatsApp, Messenger, Telegram, etc. account without any problems. How does dual messaging work? To have two accounts of the same app, you only need to activate a small setting. This feature is available on the Galaxy S9 but
also on the Galaxy Note 8 and Galaxy S8 with Android Oreo. Go to Settings. Find Advanced Features options. Select Double Messaging. You'll then see all the apps installed that support this feature. In my case, you can see Facebook, Messenger, WhatsApp, Telegram and even Skype. It is also compatible with some
others like Line and more. Turning on the switch will create a second application with a small orange icon, as we can see above, which will help us to know what one version is and what the other version is. What can we do with the second app? This second application works completely independently. We may set up
another account, notifications, etc. There are no limits, it is as if you have other mobile apps. Best of all, we may even have the contacts of two or two separados, con una cuenta diferente. Imagínate que tienes la cuenta del trabajo y otra specifically: podrás separar los contactos profesionales en una cuenta y los
particulares en otra para que no se mezclen en la propia aplicación de mensajería. ¿Qué te parece? ¿Puedo usar esta función en un móvil que no sea Samsung? No, a menos que la marca la incluya de serie. Muchas otras firmas también incluyen funciones similares pero en caso de que tu móvil o capa de
personalización no tenga ningún ajuste para duplicar aplicaciones podrás usar una aplicación que conocemos desde hace tiempo. Parallel Space-Multi Cuentas Se llama Parallel Space y te permite duplicar cuentas de forma gratuita. Hay otras opciones pero creo creemos que esta es la mejor ya que es la que más
aplicaciones es capaz de clonar. The Galaxy S9 can have two accounts of supported messenger apps (e.g. WhatsApp, Facebook Messenger, WeChat, Telegram, Viber...) and Facebook accounts in the Galaxy S9 and S9+. You can use these two messenger accounts at the same time on the Galaxy S9 or S9+. The
Galaxy S9 dual messenger works on all Galaxy S9 and S9+ phones. It DOES NOT require a dual SIM version of the Galaxy S9 or S9+. Dual messenger was first introduced in the Galaxy S8. You can use the identical dual messenger feature on the Galaxy S8, S8+, S9, S9+, Note 8 and Note 9.This guide guides you how
to use the Galaxy S9 dual messenger to enable two messenger app accounts on the Galaxy S9 and S9+. It also shows you how to disable personal messenger applications on the Galaxy S9 dual messenger. Why might you need to have two WhatsApp accounts and other messenger apps in the Galaxy S9 and S9+?
Many Galaxy S9 or S9+ owners may have different social profiles when they are at the office and when they are at home. You may never want to mess up your personal WhatsApp or Facebook account with an account for work. Some owners may want to express themselves differently in social media to friends and
parents or teachers or supervisors. Many Android apps support multiple configurations. For example, you can add multiple Google accounts to the Galaxy S9. In Google+, you can quickly switch to different configurations. But some apps limit one account to one device. WhatsApp has famously enforced this policy since
January 1. Facebook also asks you to sign out if you want to switch accounts on the same phone. But with more and more Galaxy S9 and S9+ owners using two SIM cards on the phone, there is a genuine need to run two messenger accounts simultaneously on the phone. Anyway, two or more WhatsApp accounts (and
other messenger apps) can make your life easier by separating different aspects of your daily life. Galaxy S9 dual How does it work? Samsung initially tried to solve the problem of separating work-life with secure folders, which is a Knox-based container (like a small virtual machine, but not full of Knox), in the Galaxy
Galaxy and edge S7. The security folder works well in creating two spaces in one phone. But most owners do not use this feature because it is not so convenient. You must be logged back in to access the apps in the security folder, although you can choose to display app notifications using regular apps and place the
secure folder apps on the home screen. You can check this tutorial on how to use the security folder on the Galaxy S9 and S9+. So in the Galaxy S8 and S8+, Samsung introduced a simpler solution: dual messengers. The Galaxy S9 is a continuation of dual messengers in the Galaxy S8 and S8+. Dual messenger
replicates the messenger app with separate memory. If you want to use two WhatsApp accounts, the Galaxy S9 dual messenger will install another copy of WhatsApp.So, for users, there are two WhatsApp applications: each with an account and independent memory. You can then use two accounts simultaneously on
the Galaxy S9 and S9+, just like using two messenger services. If you have a SIM version of the Galaxy S9 or S9+, you can still use two accounts. Some messenger apps, like WhatsApp, need to verify their phone numbers. But it is only necessary for the initial setup. You can set up each account one by switching SIM
cards or using codes sent to other phones. For Facebook accounts, this is easier because you can use email to log in. As mentioned, after using a dual message page for WhatsApp (or other apps), you will have two copies of the same app in the Galaxy S9 app screen. One of them will have a unique logo decoration
(orange sticker). You can add both to your Home screen. In the app manager (install-app) and notification settings, you can also find two copies of the app. So you can customize notifications for two individual accounts. How to use galaxy S9 dual messenger to activate two accounts WhatsApp, Facebook, WeChat and
other applications on galaxy S9 and S9 +? By default, no apps are enabled in the Galaxy S9. In this tutorial, I suppose you want to use two WhatsApp accounts on the Galaxy S9 or S9 +. As shown below, in the Galaxy S9 Settings page, tap Advanced features. In the Advanced features page as shown in the screenshot
above, tap Dual Messenger.Now, in the dual messages page, you can find a list of supported apps. This list is determined by Samsung, not the app developers. But the list includes many messenger applications. As shown below, tap the switch for WhatsApp because you want to use two WhatsApp accounts in the
Galaxy S9. If you want to use two accounts on Facebook or other messenger apps, you can tap the switch accordingly After turning on WhatsApp in dual messenger, then you will be asked to confirm the operation as pictured above:Install the second WhatsApp app? You'll be able to use a different account in the second
app. Tap Settings to continue. Now, in the Galaxy S9 app screen and home screen, you can find two WhatsApp icons as shown below. One of them has a paste like this: . It indicates this is a second copy of WhatsApp. In the dual message page, as shown in the screenshot above, you can find WhatsApp that has been
switched from available apps to dual messenger apps. Now, you can proceed to set up different accounts on these two WhatsApp apps individually. How to disable galaxy S9 dual messenger for a specific messenger application to remove the second account on galaxy S9 and S9 +? If you want to stop using two
accounts for the Messenger app on the Galaxy S9 and S9+, you have a few ways to achieve it:Delete or sign out of the account inside the app. This will leave a side app on the phone. Disable dual messaging for that app. This will remove a sub-copy of the app. The data in the second app will be deleted. Uninstall a
second copy of the app in the Home screen or Galaxy S9 app screen. The result is identical to the 2.To to turn off the dual messenger for a specific app, you can tap the switch for the corresponding app in the dual messenger page. For example, you want to turn off the dual pagers for WhatsApp.You can then tap the
switch next to WhatsApp as shown below. A warning message like the one below will appear for you to confirm. Uninstall the second WhatsApp app? All data related to the second WhatsApp app will be deleted. You can still use the main WhatsApp app. Tap Uninstall to delete the second copy of WhatsApp.After you tap
uninstall, all data in the second copy or WhatsApp will be permanently deleted from the phone. You can't unsomed it. Therefore, it is important to make sure that you have a backup before uninstalling the copy. You can also uninstall a second copy of WhatsApp directly on your home screen or app screen. For example,
in the Home screen of the Galaxy S9, tap and hold (long press) the second copy (the one with the sticker) as shown above. You'll then get the normal context menu for the app. You can tap uninstall to uninstall this copy. Please note, the second copy of WhatsApp is a subsidy. It depends on and needs the original copy.
If you try to uninstall the original copy of WhatsApp when the dual pageer for WhatsApp is turned on, you will receive the following warning message as shown below:Uninstall WhatsApp? Dual messenger is enabled for this app. The second WhatsApp app will also be uninstalled. In other words, if you install the original
copy of WhatsApp, the sub-copy created by dual messenger will also be uninstalled. Of course, when you uninstall the app, all data stored in the app will also be deleted from your phone. How do I use the app folder to check two messenger accounts side by side? In the Galaxy Note 8, Samsung introduced the app
briefcase feature, which allows you to create app pairs. Two apps with opened in split screen view of the phone screen by tapping the folder icon. Please check this guide on how to use Multi Window on galaxy S9 and S9+. You can also create an app folder in the screen next to the Galaxy S9. App folders for dual
messenger apps. You can create a folder for two copies of the messenger app (for example, WhatsApp). You can then check two WhatsApp accounts side by side as shown below. Similar to other app folders, you can add this folder to the Home screen by tapping the first icon between the two windows as shown below.
Please check this guide on how to use the app pair on the Galaxy S9 and S9+. Now, in the Galaxy S9 Home screen, you can find the pair of apps for two WhatsApp accounts as shown in the screenshot above. What are the limitations of using galaxy S9 dual messenger to run two accounts WhatsApp, Facebook,

WeChat and other applications? First, the Galaxy S9 dual messenger only supports some manually selected messenger apps and Facebook. The game is not supported at all. Although Samsung has added many popular messenger apps to the list of supported apps, it is possible that some new or appropriate
messenger apps are not included in the list. If the app isn't on the list, you can always use the security folder to run a second copy (read above) of the app. Another limitation some users may experience is restoring backups to a second copy of the app. This happens if the app hardens some paths to restore a web-based
backup via the app. How do I run two copies of any app (not just the messenger app) on the Galaxy S9 and S9+? Secure folders are the solution, although it is not as convenient as using dual messengers. You can run two copies of any app on the Galaxy S9 or S9+ with a secure folder. Two copies of the app are
independent of each other except for updates. Two copies must have the same version. Please check this security folder instructions for details. Do you know how to use the Galaxy S9 dual messenger to run two messenger app accounts at once on the Galaxy S9 and S9+? If you have any questions or encounter any
problems using two messenger app accounts at the same time on the Galaxy S9 and S9+, please let us know them in the comments box below. The community will help you find the answer. For a user guide for the new features of the Samsung Galaxy S9 and S9+, please check the galaxy S9's new feature guide page.
To use the Galaxy S9 and S9+, please check the Galaxy S9 user manual page. To use the Galaxy S9 camera, please check the Galaxy S9 camera guide page. For accessories for the Galaxy S9 and S9+, please check the Galaxy S9 accessory guide page. For official Samsung Galaxy S9 and S9+ user manuals (in
PDF format), please check the Galaxy S9 user manual page. Page.
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